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Introduction
Given its usefulness in software development, Agile 

methodologies have come to be embraced across the IT 

ecosystem to streamline processes, improve feedback, and 

accelerate innovation. 

The link that enables CI/CD, however, is Continuous Testing (CT).

Organizations now see DevOps as the next wave after Agile 

that enables Continuous Integration and Continuous 

Delivery (CI/CD). While Agile helped streamline and 

automate the entire software delivery lifecycle, CI/CD goes 

further. CI checks the code often, and the tested chunks are 

integrated, sometimes several times in a single day, to 

create a stream of smaller and frequent releases through 

CD. As a principal analyst at Forrester Research puts it succinctly: “If Agile was the opening act, continuous delivery 

is the headliner.”

- The Forrester Wave™: Global Continuous Testing Service 

Providers, Q1 2019

Digital disruptors and customer-obsessed organizations 

are improving customer experience (CX) by shortening 

their software delivery cycles, delivering features in 

smaller increments, and scaling their existing Agile processes in 

concert with DevOps. Traditional testing services don’t cut it for 

these organizations: 20 of 25 reference customers told us that they 

are adopting continuous testing (CT) services to support their Agile 

and DevOps initiatives within a digital transformation journey. Of 

those CT services, clients say automation is the most impactful and 

differentiating for delivering better software faster.

Though CI/CD enables  speed-to-market , 

inadequate end-to-end experience testing can turn 

it into a liability. A key aspect of CT is to leverage test 

automation to enable coverage and speed.

Continuous Testing is achieved by making test 

automation an integral part of the software delivery 

pipeline. It’s seamlessly interwoven into the 

software delivery pipeline (not tagged at the end).

Continuous testing is a process by which feedback on business risks of a software release is acquired as rapidly as 

possible. It helps in early risk identification & incremental coverage as it’s integrated into the delivery pipeline.

What is Continuous Testing?
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Test Automation – CT’s Secret Success Factor

Automated testing binds together all the other processes that comprise the CD pipeline and makes DevOps work. 

Smart automation, by validating changing scenarios, helps in faster software delivery.

Automation of tests is the key to ensure that Quality Assurance is as continuous, agile and reliable. CT involves 

automating the tests and running them early and often. It leverages service virtualization to increase the test 

coverage when parts of the business functionality are available at different points in time.
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Why Automated Testing is Essential for CI/CD

æ It frees engineers from repetitive tasks, enabling them to focus on value-adds. 

æ It helps validate the impact of even minor changes continuously.

However, test automation is one of the key enabler of CT as:

Code analysis tools, API testing tools, API contract testing tools, Service virtualization tools, performance 

assessment tools and end-to-end automation tools are all parts of CT.

æ It allows us to execute tests in parallel, across multiple servers/containers, speeding up the testing process.
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A curated list of Test Automation Tools in Continuous Testing

Cypress: An all-in-one testing framework with assertion library, mocking and stubbing. What makes it 

different is that it doesn’t use Selenium. With its tests written in Javascript, it specializes in helping create great 

experiences. Here, testing and development happens simultaneously, enabling development of more code 

which is tested.

Here is a curated list of test automation tools with interesting features. 

UI end-to-end testing tools:

Selenium: An automated UI test tool that is extensively used to test web applications. It supports multiple 

operating systems and browsers along with various programming languages such as Java, Groovy, Python, C#, 

PHP, Ruby, and Perl. It must be integrated with other tools like Robot Framework to help it perform continuous 

testing.

Unified Functional Testing (UFT): Possesses advanced image-based object recognition features and 

reusable test components. These help to reduce redundancy and help to convert manual tests to automated 

tests. Test scripts in UFT are crafted using Visual Basic Scripts which requires a considerable amount of scripting 

knowledge.

SOAPUI: A leading open-source tool that allows the automation of functional, load, security, compliance, and 

regression tests on web APIs. It can be used for RESTful API, SOAP, and HTTP-based web services testing. 

SOAPUI Pro, its commercial companion, makes automation easier and further simplifies test maintenance.

API testing tools: 
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Karate: It’s an open-source tool that integrates API test automation with performance testing, UI automation, 

and mocks into a single framework. It lends itself to easy use by non-programmers, thanks to language-neutral 

BDD syntax (designed for HTTP, JSON, GraphQL & XML). It allows for API and UI test automation to be 

integrated into the same test script.

Performance testing tools:

Apache JMeter: A pure Java-based open-source software designed to measure performance and load test 

functional behavior. JMeter simulates browser behavior, sending requests to the web or application server for 

different loads. It tests the performance (or strength) of applications by simulating different load scenarios on 

servers or networks, thereby identifying capacity limits and performance bottlenecks.

Loadfeeder: A performance testing tool that captures system performance by emulating user traffic from the 

user’s perspective. It’s ‘VuGen’ (virtual user generator), with record and replay provisioned, helps create test 

scripts based on client and server communication. ‘Controller’ is used to execute tests based on anticipated 

load scenarios and collate results. ‘Analysis’ enables us to gain insights into the test results.

NeoLoad: It offers automated test design and maintenance, a realistic simulation of user behavior, and 

integrated with the software development lifecycle toolchain. Further, it also simulates the end-user 

transaction activity. Tests can be in-house (inside the firewall) and enabled via its cloud platform (outside the 

firewall).
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Characteristics of a good Automation Framework

æ The testing platform must include security features such as encryption of test data and access control policies.

For test automation to be effective, it must be supported by efficient frameworks. The frameworks provide a 

structure and help integrate and realize the efforts of a distributed team. 

æ The testing platform must be scalable to support as many tests as needed.

æ The platform must support compatibility tests on simulated devices to cut down the cycle.

æ The environment should maximize automation, i.e., trigger tests, analyze results, and share test information 

across the organization, in a fully automated manner.

æ Test frameworks must support various languages, browsers, and techniques to make them future-proof. They 

must possess an Agile testing environment to support the continuous delivery pipeline. 

Characteristics of Trigent’s AutoMate Test Automation Framework

As niche test automation experts, we have significant experience in open source and commercial testing tools. Our 

extensive library of modular, reusable, and resilient frameworks simplifies scenario-based automation. We provide 

on-demand testing and next-gen scheduling.

Reinforced by globally renowned partners, Trigent’s testing focus is aligned with the current business environment 

and offers cost benefits, performance, and agility.
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Features
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Benefits

Accelerated script 

development

Script/test cases development effort reduced up to 60-80% in 

comparison to traditional test automation approaches. Reduces 

Test Scripting Complexity.

Reduced dependency on tool-specific resources. Ability to kick-

start automation quickly. Supports reusable components. 

Reduces Test Automation maintenance cost. Allows multi-

browser, multi-device testing.

Ease of test execution. Easy to make changes and maintain 

scripts in the long run. Improved error and exception handling. 

Supports multiple scripting languages.

Sanity, Smoke, Integration, Regression, etc. Provides effective 

test data creation on the go.

Send test results to ALM. Integrates with Test Management 

tools to effectively track your test plans.

Modular test framework built using JUnit or TestNG. Integrates 

with multiple test automation tools. Allows a common way of 

handling multiple test types.

Leverages AI/ML utilities & tools to allow for effective Test 

Impact analysis and test selection. Integrates with CI/CD tools 

to enable automated executions. Allows parallel executions to 

reduce test execution time.

Modular and reusable 

framework components

Easy test script maintenance

On-demand Testing

Hybrid Model

Scheduling and customizable 

reporting

Leverages new tech trends

Maximum Reusability Ease of Maintenance Be�er Test Execu�on Enhanced Repor�ng

æ Scripted Components

æ Application Modules

æ Utilities

æ Object Repository

æ Application Modules

æ Scripts

æ Integration

æ Test Scheduler

æ Eclipse IDE

æ Grid (for parallel 

execution)

æ Executive Dashboard

æ Test Report

æ XSLT Reports

æ TestNG Default 

Reports

Test Automation Framework
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Summary

Test automation is the key that unlocks the full potential of continuous testing. However, the central focus of 

Continuous Testing is broader: to reduce the business risks related to the software release as rapidly as possible.

Continuous testing, alongside Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery, is enabling quality at an 

unprecedented speed. Together, these three approaches enable faster, higher quality releases. 
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